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NATIONAL CONSUMER POLICY: A BEHAVIORAL VIEW
I
Introduction
We propose a behavioral view of consumer policy as a complement
/ f
to the traditional market structure analysis. The traditional view is
»
not incorrect; it is incomplete.
The behavioral view being more detailed, however, necessarily
«
loses some generality, but gains strength in the public policy recommen-
dations that can be derived from it for a particular environment. Wc
assume an environment of a decentralized government in a post -industrial
society (Bell, 1974). The latter implies a high rate of technological
change, a trend toward individualized media and a large element of
consumption in services. Each of these conditions has implications
that will be developed later.
The policy will be described in terms of the answers to four
questions
:
1. What are the goals of the policy?
2. What are the criteria that underlie the policy?
3. What are the principles and procedures for implementing
the criteria?
U. Who should provide information to the consumer?
Address by JoJ\n A. Iluvard in response* to receiving the Paul D.
Converse Award, University of Illinois, May 10, 1975 for his contributions
to the field of marketing.

A statement of the goal of public policy provides an orientation from
which to derive the policy. Criteria arc the heart of any policy and
they, of court c, must be oporntionalized; they are applied in each
specific case to the phenomena to evaluate its state in terms of the
goals to provide an indication of nature and amount of needed correction.
Principles and procedures are the technology for implementing criteria.
Principles have to do with theory, the descriptive mechanisms of the
phenomena (Howard, 1963: Howard and Sheth, 1959; Howard and Hulbert,
1973) . The procedures are the means—concepts and techniques—by which
the measurements of elements of the mechanisms are taken and evalua-
tions made. As we will conclude, adequate information for the
consumer is a central subgoal. Finally, who should provide this
information? The seller can be responsible for it. Private informa-
tion companies can be established; for example, Consumers 1 Union.
Further, a variety of public agencies can accept the responsibility.
II
Goal of Policy
From the time the United States was born, individual freedom
has been one of the central goals of society. Value surveys today
attest to its continuity (Rokcach, 1973).
As every American child knows, an economic tenet manifested by
the goal was private enterprise, as portrayed in Figure 1. Underlying
it were the twin sub^oals of freedom to start your own business and
consuming opportunity, also shown there.
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Perhaps, partly because of the heavy emphasis upon economic growth,
Adam Smith 's dictum of 200 years ago about the central role of the
consumer in a private enterprise system (Smith, 1937) was almost ignored:
Consumption is the sole end arid purpose of all production;
and the interest of the producer ought to be attended to,
only as far as it may be necessary for promoting that of
the consumer.
Antitrust legislation began to evolve in the latter part of the
nineteenth century, such as the Sherman Act. Classical economics
provided a rationale for it irr the form of partial equilibrium theory.
This rationale focused upon competition as the means for providing
good things. As Lewis Engman (1974), Chairman, Federal Trade Commission,
however, aptly phrased it:
But because economic theory binds the means and end so
tightly into a causal relationship, we tend to measure
only the causal factor—in other words, to focus on the
means rather than the desired end.
Market structure analysis was developed in the 1930 J s under the aegis
of Edward S. Mason to provide a fuller view of the process by which
the end was achieved and so highlight the need to clearly separate
means and end. Inserting explicitly a more varied range of ends to
test whether, in fact, the good things of adequate options were
provided for the consumer by each industry was a marked improvement.
It helped bring Adam Smith* s dictum about the consumer to fruition.
Nevertheless, it did not face up directly to u central question about
the consumer in a post -industrial society: Does he have adequate
consuming opportunity? Adam Smith probably never dreamed of the set
of conditions that confront a consumer in this environment.

Consuin.lug Opportunity
As seen in Figure 1, consuming opportunity in achieved through
the two elements of adequate options and adequate information.
To simplify, we will assume that market structure provides a
satisfactory rationale for the necessary non-inflationary, full-employment,
efficiency and progrossiveness in product and production to yield
adequate options. Nothing more will be said on this side.
Only in quite recent years has the central question of adequate
consumer information been articulated in public policy problems. In
fact, as late as 19G5 in hearings on the so-called truth-in-packaging
legislation, it was not fully recognized. At that time, there was a
variety of issues: inability of consumer to discriminate among brands;
brand proliferation; proliferation of package sizes; and slack fill.
None were sharply focused. Nevertheless , adequate information is in
1975 fully accepted. In fact, one could say that in the staff report
to the Federal Trade Commission on nutritional advertising, it has
been accepted with a vengeance. It recommends that in dealing with
nutrition, food advertisers should, in their advertising, say what the
Food and Drug Administration now requires they say on their labels.
An underlying premise of the argument that adequacy of consumer
information should be added to the list of criteria of performance is
that the consumer can and will process the information in a meaningful
and useful way. What is the empirical evidence in this issue? The
sharp increase ±\\ both the quantity and quality of consumer lvscarch
in the past decade: gives us growing confidence in the notion that the

behavior of some; consumers under some conditions is consistent with our
premise. We believe this number is usually enough to contribute
substantial discipline to the market. The evidence is scattered,
,
howevs.t, ,-jmJ not well summarized. Some of the most persuasive evidence
that I have seen is represented in Figures 2 and 3 (Laroche and Howard,
1975) .
In Figure 2, F (facts) represents information about Carnation i
Instant Breakfast. A is preference for the brand, often called
attitude toward the brand, and b£ is brand comprehension. F is a
summary measure of talking with others about the brand, whether a sample
was received, and number of media in which the brand was seen advertised.
A was obtained on a seven-point liking scale. B is the currently
recalled physical, denotative, or referential characteristics of the
r
brand. We interpret Figure 2 as telling us that when B - 0, additional
r
information does not contribute to A. As B increases, increasing
information has an increasing effect upon A. This interpretation is
based partly upon Osgood 1 s work, but ir.»n»e heavily upon Hebb. Hebb
points out that a human conceptualize cin object at more than one level
and that these conceptualizations differ in degree of abstraetness (Hebb,
1968; ilebb et al, 1971). We can think of BC being the less abstract and A
p
the more abstract. Further, B is the foundation upon which the consumer
builds his evaluative judgments of the brand.
In Figure 3, we see a similar set of relationships involving C
where C is confidence in judging the quality of the brand. C is
measured in a five-point scale. The effects, of information upon C
are not so marked a? in the case of A above, but they r
i
l*c t clearly
observable in the diagram.
•
Fig. 2. Relation Between Information , Brand
Comprehension and Attitude
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8•Fig. 3. Relation Between Information, Brand
Comprehension and Confidence
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We conclude these data support the notion that, on the average,
consumers do process information in such way that informed rationality
can be ascribed to their behavior. As a consequence, adequacy of
inioi,nation constitutes a meaningful goal for public policy.
in ;
Criteria for Adequate Information
If we are to use this goal meaningfully, criteria are necessary.
From a combined common sense and consumer theoretic point of view,
a number of criteria can be formulated.
Timeliness
From consumer research and basic work in psychology, we know
that whether the consumer pays attention makes a substantial difference
in whether he receives the information. He pays attention when he
needs the information. Thus, timeliness of the information would seam
to be a significant criterion.
Legibility
Obviously, the information should be legible. It can be illus-
trated in print messages by the kind of type, sone which facilitate
perception, and others which hinder it.
Relevance
Consumer research has identified what into r..ntion, inutav certain
conditions, can be considered relevant. The&o erudition:; are pcrhap:.
largely captured in stages of the eon.Miner's dt:»M\ ; "»«'»i pi-noer.s.
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Behaviorally we can think ol the consumer as moving through a learning
process divided according to extensive problem solving (ITS)
,
limited
problem solving (LP3) , and routinized response behavior (1ULH) > with
decreasing information requirements and decreasing decision tim:s as he
moves through these stages. We can also look at these three stages in
concept terms. Let us begin with the simplest of the three casas:
concept utilization. It is the simplest in terms of its information
requirements because it is the most structured. He has learned this
structure from the past and so needs less information to act with
confidence.
The left part of Figure '4 is headed "Choice Criteria. f! These are
the criteria on v:hich the consumer evaluates the brand. First, his
liking for the brand is captured in Preference. This could be measured
on a five-point scale. Let us say that this is M- and so "*}" appears
in the Evaluation column for the Preference row. Second, how about
price, which usually makes a difference. On a five-point Inexpensive-
ness scale, let us assume he rates it only a 2 because it does seem
rather expensive to him. Finally, does he think it is readily available
in his neighborhood supermarket so that he will have to shop in a
number of stores to find it? He recalls that he has seen it repeatedly
in his local supermarket and so he rates it 'I, as seen in the Evaluation
column. His evaluation of the brand then sums to 10, and lie will buy
this brand over one rated 8, etc.
Now we can easily identify his information requirements. We
assivnc that the quality of Lhu br;»nd doesn't change and thct he knows
all about it. Thus, his preference is fixed and so lie ne^ds no informa-
tion to tell us which la the best brand . Price unci availability of

Fig. 'J. Evaluation of Brand A: Koutinizcd
Response Behavior
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Preference 4
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the brand, however, may vary over time and thus he needs information
to enable him to make a correct total evaluation of the brand.
Second, the attainr4;.:?nt of a brand concept is a substantially
iiiore complex case, however. Here, the consumer is not clear about his
preference and must have information to clarify it. Preference is but
one of the three parts of the consumer's total concept of thr? brand,
however. A second is the denotative or referential elements referred
to in Section II above. It is called brand comprehension.
On this referential foundation of brand comprehension, the
consumer builds his evaluative understanding of the brand. This is
Preference of Figure 4, but not shown there is the fact that it is
made of dimensions, lie likes Carnation Instant Breakfast, not in
general, but for particular reasons (dimensions): it is tasty and it
is filling, for example. These dimensions are shown in Figure 5,
which is an elaborated version of Figure M-. Also, each of the dimen-
sions Of Preference has a salience measure, as shown in Figure 5.
Further, the brand is judged to lie on a certain position on that
dimension and v;e cal.l this position his "belief", as also shewn in
Figure 5. Finally, for each dimension, the salience is multiplied by
the respective belief to provide an evaluation for that criterion.
These evaluations can then be summed to provide a Preference estimate
which would function in the buyer's mind with Inexpensivencrss and
Availability, as in Figure M, to cause him to choose one brand instead
of another.
To complete the Limited Problem Solving case, we mttfst add the
third part of a total brand concept. It is certainty or confidence

Tig. 5. Evaluation of Brand A; Limited
Problem Solving
13
Choice Criteria
Salience] Belief
Evalua-
tion
Tasty
Filling
Preference
Inexpensiveness
Availability
. ,

1M
in his jtidgpurt. It is an indicator of the; strength of his brand
concept. Thus, the brand concept can bo viewed n<, made up of throe
parts: the brand identifying elcracnts which, taken together, we call
brand comprehension; the evaluative elements shown in figure 5; and the
confidence elements. The latter elements can be thuu^ht of as the
distinctiveness of the brand vis-a-vis competing brands, the consistency
of his information and the amount of consensus on the information.
finally, in the third case, which the economist calls ''changing
tastes" and we call Extensive Problem Solving, t!ie consumer has not yet
formed the dimensions of preference relevant to the particular product
class and must have the required information to do so. He mentally
construct j these dimensions by building on his values. Rokcach's (1973)
exposition of values is useful for thinking about the connection
between a consumer's values and Ms preference dimensions. Specifically,
Rokeaeh's distinction between the more basic terminal values and the
more action-oriented instrumental values tells us that preference
dimensions are connected to instrumental values instead of terminal
values. In terms of our earlier diagrams, we can portray these
connections in figure 6. The circles indicate that for the buyer to
choose among brands of a product class , lie must form a concept of the
product class of which the brand is an element, and the formation of
which requires information. 'Hitis, we can sec the great amount of
information required for Kxtensive Problem So3.viiw: brand comprehend ./on
must be formed, the preference dimensions foi vd, the brand located on
the preference dimensions, the brand loea red on the fjniiiniiig choice
criteria and his certainty of judjyneut developed.
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Fig. 6. evaluation of brand A: Extensive
Problem Solving
Instrumental
Values
r~"Ts
"<.
Choice Criteria
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Truthful-teas
That the information should b,s truthful is « -e.u-irally leco^nized
and accepted. Truth fulness has 'a;... conrpoiRMits, tri'.»c and competence
.
Trust lias to do with the cor.:.;. .i»r f .v jud;:;tent of fchathci? the :.otives
of tho source are consistent with his, or whether the: source intends
to mislead. £ven if the source *s motives are consistent with his,
there is still the quest:ion of the competence of the source. Is the
source technically competent to provide the Lruth?
Completeness
Implied in the relevance criterion is that for all of the items
making up product c^ass and brand concepts, aprjronriats information
is provided. To be explicit, the completeness criterion is added.
Is enough information irado available to build his confident to the
point where he can comTortahly make a ehoice?
Implied in completeness, hovever, is also the notion that the
information is no more than complete, that: it is not excessive. The
hypothesis . is advanced \:ith some buz not conclusive evidence that to?
much information can hinder the consumer* s deexsion-.muKir^ (Jacoby
et al, 197H)
.
Appropri ateiicss of Setcrenta
Practically , end especially with r.:ass r.tedi;i, unintended se^yncntt
of the population ray receive me^u^e.*. 7h^ hr?t j.?ro£e-:oity of the
population nnJvus this inilte possibl j. furlaVr, It could be that
mesraiv.: s intended for n«i ;u( ,r.vea (sejy.writ) are rot only useless for
another but actually d;.: i-.ln.v. Many believe thai rh?.s cmi be the
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case when ailu.lt-intoruled messages arc beamed to children, especially
yomi3 children, perhaps Five years of age and under. The prevalence
of this belief is shown in the public support for limiting the
television advertising that goes to children.
Conclusion
This review of possible criteria for deciding what information
the consumer needs provides us with a basis for deciding what informa-
tion he should have. To implement such a policy, however, requires a
great amount of technology.
IV
Technology of Adequate Information
Our purpose here is not to be exhaustive, but merely to illus-
trate the nature of the technology of information evaluation and design.
Implicit in the development of the criteria of adequate informa-
tion in Section II was a substantial body of consumer theory. To apply
these theory-based criteria is to implement their underlying theory.
The same theory can also guide the development of the technology
required for the implementation.
Not enough technology has been developed to fully accomplish the
task, but it is rapidly evolving. Much was* implicit in Section III,
such as the labels of the scales used i.i eliciting the extent to which
a consumer vfilr.es a brand in tonus ot" each of his preference dimensions.
A tcehnolo«/y is likewise essential for the still mure fundamental
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problem of eliciting "the dimensions themselves. These dimensions
represent the? product class concept, and we can think of product class
concept as a set of associated words in the consumer T s memory (Decsc,*
19G!>) . When word association techniques are applied, it is found
that some of these associated words are nouns of the same type as the
product class such as instant breakfast, but represent different levels
of generality such as food, breakfast food, etc. Some of them are
nouns of a different type and are labels for things that instant
breakfast is used with, such as milk. Finally, some of them are
attributive words (adjectives) by which the consumer identifies and
values the brands in the product class. The evaluative adjectives are
the labels for the preference dimensions and other choice criteria
described in Figure 5.
Further, these same words obviously constitute the verbal content
in the design of the message for transmitting the meaning of the brand
to those consumers who have not yet formed a brand concept. In the
design of the message these nouns and adjectives, however, will have
to be complemented by words of numerosity, largely adverbs, to fully
convey that meaning. It is not precise enough to say "Carnation Instant
Breakfast is tasty. 1 ' The consumer needs to know how tasty it is.
So it becomes "very tasty."
In addition to these measurement techniques and the psychological,
social psychological and piycliolingjistic concepts that eon tribute to
the tecbtw3.oj*y For applying the criteria, there is a substantial body
of statistical and mathematical notions. Statistically, these a* c
the clustering and other multivariate techniques, lor example. .Uso,
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there are the mathematical notions underlying the use of multiple!
equation models, which make possible both a comprehensive and detailed
model of the consumer's total searching, buying and using process that
occurs over time.
V
Source of Information
There is little doubt that the information requirements for the
consumer are growing in American society, and a central question is
"Who should provide this information?" As indicated above in the
reference to nutritional advertising, the current policy seems to bo
moving in the direction of requiring the seller to make it available.
Whether this is an appropriate policy is not clear, but from the
earlier discussion some suggestions can be made to illustrate how the
analysis developed in Sections II, III and IV that can help in formu-
lating a policy.
When consumers of a product are in Koutinized Response behavior,
it would appear that companies on their own will provide adequate
information. In the first place, not much is needed, and that that
is needed is the fairly simple facts ot price and availability.
tthen they are in Limited Problem Solving, the issues are obviously
more difficult. The volume of information needed is far greater and
the eight criteria of adequate information in ri;tuiv 1 can be useful,
liven affirmative disclosure may bo necessity. WhtrlluT a private
information company or governmental agency can d » it N'ttcr, or at
least a part of it, will have to be aiiuvoivvl in eai:li i-a^e.
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tfhen the consumers arc in Lxtensive Problem Solving, the issues
arc still more coupler*.. Insofar as the tanks of the consumer are
merely to relate a new configuration of choice criteria to his existing
value structure, the problem is somewhat analogous to T.imited Problem
Solving,
Many now products, however, require value change tu\& this raises
serious questions about permitting, much less expecting, a private
entity to perform this role. To permit it is to support one of the
most serious criticisms leveled at advertising. It is a role? we leave
to the social structure. In the more concrete terms it is a task that
perhaps can be done over a long period of time and should be left to
our school system, much as driver education has been. Nutrition is
a good example of this kind of problem, and the schools are proceeding
to accept some responsibility. Ten states as of last year have, for
instance, legislated policy concerning the teaching of nutrition in
the public schools (Johnson and Butler, 1975)
.
VI
Conc3.ur5.ons
We are left with the conclusion that market structure analysis
largely ignores a key problem of consumer poliey. This problem is
adequate information. Consequently, some tyi'3 of behavioral analysis
such as proposed here represents a neeecs-.-iry eomplt-.m:'-it, not a
supplement, to market structure analysis.
Regulation, whatever its rationale, however, r«unt be advanced in
a thoughtful manner. The rttjiU35.lv of technological change that
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characterizes post -industrial society will probably erode entrenched
positions thai in the past would have been damaging to the welfare
of the consumer. Examples of this \*ill probably be found in the area
of media. With 'the demise of more mass media, such as Life and f.ook ,
for example, and the rise of more individualized media such as
specialized magazines, companies will often be gaining temporary
advantage by utilizing the potential of these new media. Finally,
the increasing proportion of services will offer additional oppor-
tunities for marketing skills for a firm in securing competitive
advantage because the more abstract nature of the "product" renders
the formation of product class and brand concepts more difficult to
communicate and to form in the consume
r
T s mind.
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